
TWO DEMOS A DAY 2018 
FACE MUGS: 
 -Face mugs...make  eyeball smaller and flatter than I make them! My eyeballs are too thick. 
-also make the eye sockets deeper than 
-the width of the eysocket is the same as the distance between the eyes. 
-be sure to shape the forehead on aface might so it is rounded 
-mouth starts inthe top of the bottom third of the face 
-butt mugs! 
-Pregnant belly mugs 
 
-Little Jiffy slab roller 
 
LIDS: 
CALIPERS: the end with arms pointing out measures the inside rim of the pot. The inward 
curved end measures the OUTSIDE rim of the pot. TRIM THE LID ON TOP OF THE PIECE IT 
IS MADE FOR!!!! Therefore, do not cut the piece off the bat until the lid is finished. 
Look at photo of 4 lids. Kathy made #2 first, then #1. ( photo order) 
-when making #2  e sue to leave the top 1” twice as thick as rest of pot so you can create a 
ledge and the. Small vertical top rim which is sort of a vertical gallery! Next throw the rounded lid 
,which is a bowl shape,  off a small jump of maybe 1.5 lbs. 
-#4 again leave twice the clay at the top of vessel to create gallery. Then throw a lid off the 
hump 
 
TEXTURES: 
-thin coils rubbed on to surface to form waves 
 
DARTING : 
Use a leather hard tall cylinder. 
Cut long  almond shape out of two sides. Mark it first and cut the almond vertically out of the 
waist. Score the inside edges of the almonds. Then coax the darts together. 
Smooth the seam with a metal rib and then with a makeup sponge or finishing sponge. 
 
HANDLE:  
Roll a 4-5” strip of clay 
FEET: Tara Wilson makes them on her dvd 
 
BIRD FORM FOR PADDLING NG: 
-when paddling, form the belly first and then swoop the sides toward the back for wing area and 
do the head last. 
-throw an abstract hollow bird form shaped a little bit like anbowlingnpinnwith a point. See 
photo. Dimensions of thrown form are: 
3" at base 



9" tall 
5" to shoulder, 2" neck and hat forms the head, and about 2" for the conical shaped beak. 
 


